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The Governor's Commssion on Domestic Violence was established by the Weld/Cellucci adminstration
in April 1992, shortly afer domestic violence was declared a public health emergency in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Advisory Commssion was formed in order to make
recommendations to the Governor addressing this state of emergency. The Commssion, though its
multi-disciplinar membership, actively proposes inovative and coordinated policies to address domestic

violence at the highest levels of state governent. The Commssion is curently chaired by Governor Mitt
Romney.
.
met with members of
the Housing and Homelessness Subcommittee of
the
Governor's Commssion on Sexual and Domestic Violence to discuss impediments that surivors of
domestic and sexual violence encounter as they relate to applying for and residing in public housing. The
Committee Members sought to have special preference or priority given to surivors of such crimes.
Recently DHCD staf

After lengthy discussions, we determined that changes to our regulations were not necessar in that the

Emergency Case Plan, when correctly interpreted and applied by LHAs, provides relief in appropriate
circumstances.
Recognzing that there has been a high tuover of LHA staff in the last few years due to early retirement

at many LHAs, the enclosed memorandum, that was first issued by ths offce on September 9, 1996, is
being reissued to.
all LHAs. The major thst of
this memorandum explains the
verification that LHAs
may require of applicants requesting Emergency Case status because of an Abusive Situation, and makes
clear that an LHA may not insist upon anyone form of verification, such as a restraining order agaist the

abuser. It should also be noted that the term "domestic violence" includes sexual assault in accordance
with the defiition contaied in the Abuse Prevention Act (G.L. c. 209A,§1), and the same types of

documentation should be considered in the case of sexual assault victims.
In addition to notifying LHAs of

the reissuance of

ths memorandum is to inform LHAs of

that importt memorandum from 1996, the purose of

the position that DHCD has taken in response to the Commttee's
surivors of domestic or sexual violence, and

recommendations regarding tenants and applicants who are

our intent to ensure that LHAs act accordingly. The following are clarfications to the DHCD regulations
and guidelines regarding applicants and tenants of state-aided housing. Note that where ever the words
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"applicant" or "tenant" appear, these terms are meant to include members of the applicant or tenant
household as applicable.

Tenants
o Curent or former LHA tenats with documentation showing that they are victims of domestic
violence at their housing authority unt shall be considered in an Abusive Sitution under another
LHA's Emergency Case Plan and be eligible for Emergency Case status at another housing
authority. As in the grant of any Abusive Sitution priority, the housing for which the application
is made must place the applicant a reasonable distance away from the abuser(s). Since applicants
determined by the LHA to be in an Abusive Sitution will be offered housing ahead of other needy
individuas or famlies on the LHA' s waiting list, the abuser must not be par of the applicant
household, and the applicant must sign a form (see attched) certifying that the applicant realizes
that he/she will be evicted ifhe/she allows the abuser to reside with him/er.
o If evidence is provided, and the housing authority feels confdent that the abuser has been

rehabiltated, the LHA may give wrtten permission to add the former abuser to the lease in
accordance with the provisions in the defition of

Famly ilousehold) at 760 CMR 5.03.

o If an existing tenant is a documented victim of domestic violence and removes the abuser from the
unt, the LHA shall not evict the remaing household members for damage or distubance caused
by the abuser.

o Upon notification that an existing tenant is a documented victim of domestic violence and has
removed the abuser from the unt, the LHA shall recalculate the household rent subtracting the
abuser's income from the household's total income. In accordance with 760 CMR 6.04(3)(b),
there may be good cause for a waiver of any late fees and interest that might otherwse have been
charged if the tenant fails to pay the rent until the amount of rent has been recalculated afer the
removal of an abuser from the household.
o The DHCD form lease for public housing includes a provision in Section VIII.(S) of

the Landlord

Obligations that an LHA provide reasonable and appropriate assistance to a tenant who is a victi

of domestic violence. Such reasonable and appropriate assistance may include granting the tenant
a transfer for adminstrative reasons in accordance with the definition at 760 CMR 5.03.
o Where the abuser is not a member of a tenant household, in appropriate circumstances, the LHA

may seek a cour order to prohibit the abuser from entering or remaining upon LHA propert in
accordance with G.L. c.121B, § 32B-32F.

Farly(Household) at 760 CMR 5.03, which allows a
Massachusetts cour with jurisdiction to determne who shall be entitled to the public housing
the tenant family. When the issue arises, LHAs should
the break up of
tenancy in the event of

o LHAs must comply with the definition of

inform tenants and the cours of the existence of this regulation.
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Applicants
o Applicants who have been displaced by an "Abusive Sitution" are not required to be in a
continuig sitution of immediate risk of har in order to be eligible for the priority under the
Emergency Case Plan. Such applicants must only show that domestic violence was the cause of

their homelessness.

o Whle victims of sexual violence not constituting "domestic violence" as defined by the Abuse
Prevention Act do not receive priority based on that fact alone, if the victim becomes homeless as
the sexual violence, he/she may be eligible for the Homeless priority under the
a consequence of
Emergency Case Plan. As in cases of Domestic Violence, there should be a presumption that

victims did not contrbute to their circumstances. If actual or feared contact with the perpetrator in
the present housing has caused severe medical or psychiatrc ilness, applicants should be granted a

priority for a Severe Medical Emergency under the LHA' s Emergency Case Plan.

o When an LHA determines that an applicant may be disqualified for housing because of damage or
the applicant shows that she/he was a victim of domestic abuse or
distubance at a prior tenancy, if
sexual violence and that the damage or distubance was caused by the perpetrator of domestic

abuse or sexual violence, then these facts shall be considered by the LHA as mitigating
circumstaces pursuant to 760 CMR 5.08(2).

the determnations that must be made in state-aided
the signficant staff
housing regarding surivors of domestic abuse and sexua violence, and, in light of
tuover at LHAs, I am askig the Regional Attorneys to conduct regional workshops and trainigs on
these and other tenant selection issues. You should be receiving information from them shortly
scheduling these important educational events.
Because of

the complex and sensitive natue of
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(Sample certification for applicant granted Abusive Sitution priority)

In recogntion of

the fact that I have been granted a priority that will require the Housing

Authority LHA) to offer me housing ahead of other applicants on its waiting list, I,
(Applicant's name) hereby certify that
(name of

former abuser) wil not reside with my family and me in_HA

housing unless I apply to the _HA to add him/er to my household and the _HA gives advance written
approval.

I understand that if (name of

former abuser) retus to my

household without prior approval then this wil be grounds for the _ HA to termate my lease and to

initiate eviction proceedings against me.

,20_.

Signed this day of
Under the pains and penalties of

perjur.

Tenant

(date)

_ HA Representative

(date)
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

FROM:

Carole E. CoIf , irector

Bureau of Housing Management

RE:

VERICATION OF PRIORIY STATUS

DATE:

September 9, 1996

In response to questions raised at the recent Seacrest panel on Domestic Violence by local housing

authority staff, we have clarified our applicant and housing authority verification checklists for ths
priority status. These forms have been revised for clarification only; ths

is not a change in

regulation. The changes make it clear that al form of verification listed are not required, only a

combintion of the items listed depending on the individual circumstaces. We have also added
language stating that there ìs a presumption that victims of domestic violence did not contrbute to
their circumstance and are, therefore, not required to document or provide proof of ths factor.
We hope ths clarification of existing practièes that are followed by your housing authority will
make the process clearer for you and the applicant.

Please note that since the health and safety of victim of domestic violence can be theatened when
they attempt to obtain certin form of verification, an LHA cannot require any panicular form of
verification. On the other hand, since victim of domestic violence wil receive a priority over
other needy applicants, it is importnt that the verification you receive substatiates a reasonable
fiding that ths person(s) deserves priority status. Additionally, in all intaces, the naed abuser
can not be par of the household. In exceptional cases after satisfactory documentation tht the

abuser ha successfully addressed his/her issues of abuse he/she may be considered by the LHA to
be added to the tenant household.

Tom Connelly recently told me that because so many authorities are raising issues of domestic
violence and because of the importce of ths issue NAHO is including a workshop on domestic
violence at its 1996 Fall conference to discuss these matters.
s: Iwplceclpnority .doc
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INSTRUCTIONS: COpy ON LHA LETRH. EACH APPLICA.'/T REQUEING PRIORITY STATUS MtST BE GIVN A COPY
OF TI INORivlATION AN CHECKLIST. IN ADDITION. ONE COMPLETED CHECKLIS SHOULD BE :ilAAlNED BY TH
AL-mORI FOR EACH INrvUAL CASE SEEKIG PRlORI STATUS. TH CHECKLIST. ALL SUPPORTIG DOCt:"JlE:'ATION, ..\"1)
TH APPLICATION SHOL'LD BE APPENDED FOR TH AUlORI'S PER.vlA'fNT RECORDS.

OVERVIEW
In order to be placed as a pnonty in either state-aided conventional public housing or a

project based unit under the Massachusett Renta Voucher Program (MRVP) or the Alterntive
Housing Voucher Program (AHVP) in accordance with 760 CMR 5.00, an applicant household must

meet requirements regarding: 1) eligibility; 2) qualification for placement; and 3) entitlement to
priority and preference starns. The applicant household is the primary source of inormation. It is
the applicant household's responsibility to obtain and provide the Authority with all apP,opriare
written documentation and/or authoriation to obtain documentation, as required, to substantiate that
the applicant household meets each of the above requirements. The an;ched information is intended

to clarify both the process and the documentation requirements for priority status. Ths wil ensure
that all local housing authorities (LHAs) and potencial applicants have consistent requirements for

certifcation of an applicant household's eligibility and priority. Furter, all applicants wil have

equ opportnity to document their housing circumstaces.

Priority starns may only be granted to an applicant who has been or is imemly faced with
displacement from his/her primarv residence (a primar residence is your principal home occupied

not less than 9 months of the year) as a result of specific circumstaces and who:

(a) is without a place or is about to be without a place to live or is in a living situation in

which there is a significant imediate and direct theat to the life òr safety of the applicant or
a household member which situation would be alleviated by placement in an appropriate unt.
(Applicants temporarily residing in a shelter should be considered without a place to live.);

and
(b) has made reasonable effort to locate alternative housing; and

(c) has not caused or substatially contributed to the safety or lifë-theatenig situation, in the
case of victims of domestic violence there is a presumption that they did not contribute to the
safety or life-theatenig situation; and

(d) has pursued available ways to prevent or avoid the safety or life-theatenig situation by
seekig assistace thoùgh the court or appropriate admstrative or enforcement agenci.es.

General Description of Priority Application Process
The following outlines in general terms the obligations of the applicant and the LHA ctoughout the
process of tenat selection for priorities. A copy of DHCD's regulation, 760 CMR 5.00 which
govern these tenant selection matters is posted in the LHA's main offce. In addition a copy of our
approved Emergency Case Plan is also posted. If you have questions, you should contact the us at
the number above.
PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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STEP ONE: APPLICATION

LH

Appljcant

a. Applicant contacts LEA for housing assistace. a.

LHA explains varous housing options
available though the Authority and application
screenig process. Provides applicant standard

application and emergency application.
b. Applicant completes both application forms and b.

return to the LEA. In addition, applicant must
complete all LEA authorization forms for
verification of income, assets, medical, and age
of applicant.

STEP TWO: ELIGIBILITY AND
QUALIFICATION

LEA date and time stamps standard
application, assigns control number and gives
receipr. Logs in Master File. LHA accepts
emergency application and gives applicant the
documents required for veriñcation of priority
status. LHA explains that applicant will be
screened and processed as standard applicant
only until all documentation substantiating
emergency priority status is received. LEA
should emphasize to applicants that they must
make sincere and concerted efforts to locate
alternative housing. LHA has obligation to
verify applicants efforts to locale alternative
housing.
. (In some cases an applicant may have some/all
documentation with them. You should review
and determine acceptance/rejecrion of

documents. Some documentation may require
additional or more compleLe inormation.)
c. No furter action with regard to submission of c.

LHA reviews standard application to determe

documentation required by applicant at this

preliminar eligibility/ineligibility and

time. Applicant must continue his/her search
for alternative housing.

qualification. Thorough verification of
qualification is determined at this time because
it is anticipated that the applicant wil be
seeking immediaæ placement. LHA notifies
applicant by mail of determination. Should
applicant be fount ineligible or unqualified,
process ends here. Applicant may pursue

appeal process. When applicant is found to be
both eligible and qualified. the process

continues after the LHA has placed control
number on the proper waiting !ist(s).
PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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STEP THREE: ENTITLEMENT TO
PRIORITY

d.

d.

Applicant contacts all appropriate thd part

sources and requests that verification be sent
directly to LHA.

LHA receives all required verification to
complete emergency application and assigns
new control number as of that date. Logs in
Master File. LHA must insure that control
number for standard application remain's on the

list, as these applications are treated separately.
In some cases an applicant may have some/all
documentarion with them. You should review
and determe acceptance/rejection of

documents. Some documentation may require
additional or more complete inormation.
e.

No action required by the applicant at ths time. e.

LHA reviews each piece of verification which

Arplicant continues bis/her search for
alternative housing.

must document the following:
1.

Applicant household is without a place to live

or is in a significant imediate and direct
theat to life or safety of a member(s) of the
applicant household; and,
2.

applicant household has made sincere and
concerted efforts to locate alternative housing;
and

3.

applicant household has not caused or
contributed to the present living situation, in
the case of victims of domestic violence, there

is a presumption they did not contribute to the
situation; and,

4.

applicant household has pursued ways to
prevent or avoid the living situation.

f.

No action required by the applicant at this time. f.

Applicant continues bis/her search for
alterntive housing.

C1

O'

Applicant finds other suitable housing and
notifies LHA.

C1

",.

LHA assigns priority selection category as
appropriate and documented. Logs control
number issued at "d" above on the applicable
waiting list. Notifies applic3.t of determintion
in writing.

LHA removes applicant control number from
priority waiting list(s) only. Unless applicant
requests removal, standard application control
number remains on standard waiting list.

OR
PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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Applicant does not find other suitable housing.

OR. .
Applicant refuses unit offer made in
response to priority application.

LHA makes unit offer to applicant when
control number reaches the top of the list.
LHA removes applicant priority control
number from the Waiting List. Applicant that
is removed that fIes a new application with the

LHA shall not be entitled to any priority or
preference received on the prior application for
a 3 year period. The stadard application
control number remain on the waiting list.

PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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FOR APPLICAN USE
CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED VERIFICATION DOCUMENTS FOR
PRIORITY ST ATDS .
Given to Applicant Control #

Date Given By

Date Rec i d By

You are again advised that your request for priority consideration (emergency application) cannot
be processed and wil not be effective until such time as you have fully verified your housing

circumstances and the events leading to your present siniation. Until such time, we wil process
your standard application for housing. If you are found eligible pursuant to that application you
wil be assigned selection category 7, Standard, in the meantime. In doing so, should you fail to
doçument priority status you wil be on the waiting list as a Standard Applicant at the original date
the LHA received your application. .

You should understand that priority status is only for an applicant who has been or is iminently
faced with displacement from his/her primary residence (a primary residence is your principal
horne occupied not less than 9 months of the year) as a result of circumstances described below and
who:

(a) is without or about to be without a place to live or is in a living situation in which there is a
significant imediate and direct theat to the life or safety of the applicant or a household
member which situation would be alleviated by placement in an appropriate uIÙt. (Applicants
temporarily residing in a shelter should be considered without a place to live.); and

(b) has made reasonable effort to locate alternative housing; and
(c) has not caused or substantially contributed to the safety or life-theateiùng siniation (In cases of
domestic violence, there is a presumption that victims did not contribute to their
circumstances.); and
(d) has pursued available ways w prevent or avoid the safety or life-theatening situation by
seekig assistance though the courts or appropriate admistrative or enforcement agencies.

We have marked the documents which you are responsible for obtainig based upon the
information you provided in your emergency application. You must submit, at least, all of the
following marked items. If you feel that you have documents over and above those requir.ed below,
please feel free to give us copies. If you need clarification or have questions, please call at the
telephone number listed above.
Priority #1 - Homeless Displaced By Natural Forces

If you can no longer live in your residence due to a fire, flood, or earthquake submit:

_~: Copy of the Official Fire Report. Report must be mailed directly by the Fire Department
to the Ho~sing Authority. Report should be attested as a tre copy.

PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96 5

FloodfEarthquake: Copy of offcial report from the Red Cross or Federal Disaster Agency
(FEMA). Report must be mailed directly to the Housing Authority. Report should be attested as a
tre copy.

_Proof that you were a resident of the affected property. You should submit such items as: rent

receipts, copy of your lease or rental agreement. .
Priority #2 - Homeless. Displaced By Public Action (Type A)
If you have been displaced with the past thee (3) years due to public works, urban renewal, or
public usage or improvement; submit the following:

~ Copy of the offcial notification of land/propert takig and the stated purposes thereof from
the public agency involved. Notification should include legislation authority exercised and date of
disp lacement.
_If public action is impending, notification should be sent from the public agency directly to the

Housing Authority.

_Proof that you were a resident of the affected property. You should submit things as: rent
receipts, copy of your lease or rental agreement.
Priority #3 - Displaced By Public Action (Tvpe B)

If you have been displaced due to a public health agency's enforcement of local, state health codes:

Copy of the official order of displacement due to code enforcement. Order should be sent
directly to the Housing Authority by the public health department involved. Document may be
known as Declaration of Condemnation and should include the specific propert involved.

_A statement of efforts taken by you, the applicant, to remedy the siniation prior to the acnial
condemnation and subsequent to the condemnation.

_Attached documents, to demonstrate your action(s), such as letters to the landlord, previous
board of health notices, or court records.

_Proof that you were a resident of the affected property. You should submit such items as: rent
receipts, copy of your lease or rental agreement.

Priority #4 - Emergency Case Category(ies)

Our approved Emergency Case Plan is posted in our admistrative offces and available for your
review. Our emergency case plan is for applicants who have been displaced or are iminently
faced with displacement because of circumstances as follows:

_A. HOMELESS; applicant is homeless and facing an imediate and direct theat to life or
safety through no fault of their own and for reasons outside their control including substandard
housing conditions which directly and substantially endanger or impair the health, safety or
well being of the household.
PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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_B. SEVERE MEDICAL, applicant household member is suffering from severe medical
emergency, ilness, or injury which is life-theatenig and has been caused by the lack of

suitable housing or the lack of such suitable housing is a substantial impediment to treatment
or recovery.

C. ABUSE, applicant is in an abusive situation.

(D. Each LHA should furter detail case types, if any, covered by their Departent approved
emergency case plan.)
If you feel that your situation is one or more of the above, you need to submit the following:

_A. HOMELESS If you are homeless and living in a hotel, motel, or shelter, your housing
search worker or a shelter staff member must send written justification which certifies your
ness directly to the Housing Authority. Substadard housing conditions must be verified

homeless

as indicated by the X's above under Priority NO.3.

_B. MEDICAL reasons need to be documented by your medical records. Your doctor needs to
submit written certification of your medical condition, the contributing factors to that condition,
and the prognosis of your condition directly to the Housing Authority.

_C. ABUSNE situation needs to be documented through some combination of the following, based
on the applicant's individual circumstances. Since certain actions on the part of victims of domestic
violence can trigger violent acts by the offenders, no particular item can be mandated as the required
form of verification. Please remember that if any verification appears vague, an LHA must obtain
additional documentation until the LHA feels that a reasonable showing of the -abusive situation has
been made. Examples of documentation could include one or more of the following:

medical incidences - pattern or repeated occurrence
police repon _ # reported occurrences
court reports

applicant has attempted to get restraining order
applicant has fied charges against accused

legal action
letter from attorney stating case
counseling
psychological report

director, social service agency
last permanent address
changed address

_(D. LHA insert language as appropriate. Applicable only if your LHA emergency case plan has
additional case types defined.)
_In all instances, you must be homeless as defined below:

a. you are without or about to be without a place to live or are in a life theatening situation
b. you have made efforts to locate alternative housing;

c. you did nor cause or contribute to your present housing situation; (In cases of domestic violence,
there is a presumption that victims did not contribute to their circumstances.); and,
d. you have pursued ways to avoid or prevent the theatening situation.

PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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If you believe that you meet all of the items "a" though "d" then you should write a detailed
explanation of the circumstaces that led to your present housing situation. Include naes, address

and relationship, if any, for each person(s) involved in the circumstances who can support your
statements. It is your responsibilty to prove your situation. When writing your explanation, you

should try to detail what happened, why it happened, how you tried to prevent it from happenig,
what you did once it did happen, and what you have been doing since it happened. We wil contact
you if we need any additiona inormation.

Transfers: Prority #5 - Transfer For Good Cause
Any current tenant of the housing authority seeking a tranfer from his present unit must qualify
for the fift selection priority tranfer. You must meet requirements as follows:

_MEDICAL documentation from physician that current housing circumstances are a contributing
factor to the overall health of the applicant. ..he documentation must be sent directly to the

authority by your physician.

_HOUSEHOLD SIZE, æ change in your household compvsition now requires.thar you move to a
different sìze apartent. You must submit copies of offcial documents which verify the change
such as birt certificates, marriage licenses, adoption papers, or legal custody documents.

If you can verify the above, you must also be a tenant in good stading. All monies due the
Authority musr be current and you must be in compliance with the terms of your lease.

PRIORITY APPLICANTS 9/96
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LHA USE

Applicant Verification for Priority Status

Applicant Name:

Control Number: *

*Remember Control II only issued for the emergency application once the Authority has derennined verification complete
and priority is approved. Otherwise include standard application Conrrolll for cross referencing purposes only. Be sure

you A:now what II you are referrng to here. Also, be sure to assign a new (second) conirol number for the approved

emergency application.

PRIORITY #1 - Natural Disaster
STEP i (Criteria must be met before proceeding to Step 2.
ALL applicants must fully document the following:
without or about to be withour a place to live; and
life or safety threatening siruarion; and
made reasonable effort to locate alternative housing; and

housing search verification attached
applicant did not contribute to circumstances; and
applicant has tried to prevent the life threatening situation (No particular form
of action or inaction can be mandated. Determination shall be made on the
reasonableness of the total individual circumstances)
applicant's narration verified by:

STEP 2 (The following is the type of documentation required for

verifcation)

A. FIR
Attested fire report
Applicant listed as occupant of fire damaged propert; if not,
rent receipts, !ease, or rental agreement showing resident of propert at
time of fire.
Extent/dollar amount of damage suffered; unit is uninabitable.
Cause of fire - not tenant negligence or tenant related.
Anticipated time required to make repairs and make unit habitable.

B. FLOOD
Red Cross Report

FEMA Report
Address of flood propert, same as applicant's.
Extent of damage suffered - unt is uninabitable.
Applicant's primary residence verified through rent receipts,
lease, or rental agreement.

C. EARTHQUAK
Red Cross Report

FEMA Report
LHA USE 9/96

Notes, Basis for Acceptance

Address of impact, same as applicant's.

Extent of damage suffered - unit is uninhabitable. .
Applicant's primary residence verified through rent receipts,
utility receipts, lease, or rent~l agreemem.

PRlORlTY #2 - Public Action/Public Works
STEP i (Criteria must be met before proceeding to Step 2.
ALL applicants must fully document the following:
without or about to be without a place to live; and
life or safety threatening situation; and
made reasonable efforts to locate alternative housing; and

housing search verification attached
applicant did not contribute to circumstances; and
applicant has tried to prevent the life threatening situarion (No particular form .

of action or inaction can be mandated. Determination shall be made on the
reasonableness of the total individual circumstances)
applicant's narration verified by:

STEP 2 (The following is the type of documentation required for

verifcation)
Offcial notification from public agency involved
(Agency).

Date of land/property taking within three years from date of application.
If public action is impending, notification should be sent from the
Public Agency directly to the Authority.

PRlORlTY #3 - Public Action/Public Health
STEP i (Criteria must be met before proceeding to Step 2.
ALL applicants must fully document the following:
without or about to be without a place to live; and
life or safety threatening situation; and .
made reasonable efforts to locate alternative housing; and
housing search verification attached
applicant did not contribute to circumstances; and
applicant has tried to prevent the life theatening situation (No particular form

of action or inaction can be mandated. Determination shall be made on the
reasonableness of the total individual circumstances)
applicant's narration verified by:

STEP 2 (The following is the type of documentation required for
verification)
Date of displacement must be within

90 days of date of application.
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Local Board of Health's Declaration of Condemnation of specific properr.

Proof of residency as evidenced by rent receipts, lease/rental agreement.
Evidence óf action taken by applicant to remedy situation prior to actual

condemnation such as coun records, attorney's letter, etc.
Evidence of payment of at least 50% of households monthly income for rent

to former landlord.

PRIORITY #4 - Emergency Case
STEP i (Criteria must be met before proceeding to Step 2.
ALL applicants must fully document the following:
without or about to be without a place to live; and
life or safety threatening situation; and
made reasonable effort to locate alternative housing; and

housing search verification attached
applicant did not contribute to circumstances; and
applicant has tried to prevent the life threatening siruation (No particular form

of action or inaction can be mandated. Determination shall be made on the
reasonableness of the total individual circumstances)
applicant's narration verified by:

STEP 2 (The following is the type of documentation required for
verification. For the category of Domestic Violence there is a

presumption that the victi did not contribute to the
circumstances.)
HOMELESS. Has been displaced or is iminently faced with displacement
from his/her primary residence as a result of cause other than the fault of the
applicant or member of the household, outside their reasonable control,
including substandard housing conditiòns which directly and substantially
endanger or impair health, safety, or well-being of the family.

Written documentation from housing search worker or a shelter
staff member providing justification whith cenifies applicant's
homelessness sent directly to the Authority.
Proof of primary residency as evidenced by rent receipts,
lease/rental agreement.
Evidence of action taken by applicant to remedy situation prior to

actual displacement including citations from the local Board of
Health, court records, attorney's letter, rent witholding etc.
Evidence of payment, of at least 50 % of households income each
month, of rent due landlord.

rvmDrcAL reasons need to be documented demonstrating that applicant's
or member's medical situation would be alleviated by placement in an
appropriate unit. Doctor needs to submit written certification directly to

the Authority of medical circumstances, the contributing factors to that
condition, and the improved prognosis of the condition should appropriate
housing be obtained.
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ABUSIV situation needs to be docuented though some
combintion of the foilowing offcial report, based on the applicant's
individualcircumstaces. Since certin actions on the par of victim of
domestic violence can trigger violent acts by the offenders, no partcular item
can be mandated as the required form of verification. Please remember

that if any verification appears vague, ar LHA must obtain additiona
documentation until the LHA feels tht a reasonable showing
of the abusive situation has been mae. Examples of documentation
could include one or more of me following:

medical incidences - parrern or repeated occurrence
police report _ II reported occurrences

court report
applicant has attempted to get restraing order

applicant has fied charges againt accused
legal action
letter from attorney stating case
counseling
psychological report

director, social service agency
last permanent address
changed address

..
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